Indentation of a continent with a built-in thickness change: experiment and nature
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Abstract

Orogenes oblique to the direction of plate convergence are currently attributed to obliquity between the margins of one or both of the sutured continents to their direction convergence. We use a single analogue experiment and natural examples to illustrate a potential additional factor: variations in strength of the indented continent at a high angle to the convergence direction. The wavelengths of structures in laterally shortened lithosphere depend on the strength of the most competent layers. Lateral variations in crustal thickness must therefore lead to structures oblique to any applied lateral compression.

An analogue experiment was performed to explore this phenomenon. A two-layer ‘indented continent’ was modelled by a brittle upper crust of sand above a lower crust of high-viscosity polymer floating on a single layer of low-viscosity syrup representing the mantle. The well-known strike-slip structures allowing lateral escape to distant weak boundaries were hindered by lateral boundaries in front of the indenter. This allowed us to focus on the effects of a thickness change built into the ‘indented continent’ along a zone parallel to the direction in which a vertical rigid wall advancing at a steady rate represented the indenter. Vertical escape led to an ‘orogenic belt’ oblique to the advancing wall; this obliquity influences subsequent lateral escape. Model scaling and interpretations are based on Extended Thin Sheet Approximation (ETSA) and standard theories of faulting.

Four sectors of the Alpine-Himalayan orogen (Iran, Tunisia, the Eastern Alps and the Himalaya) are oblique to the continental convergence direction, and we point to thickness changes at high angles to the suture that may account for this geometry. As crustal thicknesses north of oblique sectors of the Himalayas are not yet known, we speculate on them.

We infer from the main difference between our experiment and all our examples chosen from nature that vertical orogenic escape was oblique to our model suture but can be parallel to natural sutures. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A few percipient geologists (Wegener, 1912; Argand, 1924; Carey, 1958) considered that large horizontal movements of continents were responsible for mountain belts long before the paradigm of plate tectonics convinced most geoscientists that orogens involve the subduction of ocean floor (McKenzie and Parker, 1967; Le Pichon, 1968; Morgan, 1968).

Subduction zones are more or less asymmetric in profile. This is because subducting oceanic lithosphere is cold, dense and stiff compared to the leading edge of the non-subducting plate that accretes weak sediments in a cold hydraulic arc. More material is transferred across plate boundaries involving the subduction of open oceans when magmas rising from the subducting oceanic plate arc weld the accreted prism of sediments into continental crust in either island or cordilleran arcs (Mitchel and Garson, 1976). Open-ocean subduction may be punctuated by the docking of small terrains with large continents. However, large persistent oceans can be closed by the suturing of continents and the development of new subduction zones elsewhere. The basic thermal and mechanical asymmetry of open-ocean subduction is carried over to the continental convergence that commonly follows ocean closure.

After continental suturing, mantle flow continues to drive the relatively cold and stiff continent on what had been the subducting plate into the continent warmed and weakened by the dying magmatic arc on what had been the non-subducting plate. Material continues to be transferred from one plate to another, but the direction of transfer before suturing is thought to be reversed after suturing. Instead of weak wet sediments being transferred from the subducting plate onto the non-subducting plate, continental suturing is thought to be followed by the transfer of weak warm upper crust onto cold stiff continent.

The transfer of sediments scraped off the subducting ocean floor into an accretionary prism on the non-subducting plate has been compared to Bulldozer tectonics (Davis et al., 1983). The post-suturing accretion of weak upper-crust onto the formerly subducting plate is an essential part of the process known as indentation tectonics (Backofen 1972; Tapponnier and Molnar, 1976).

The use of two different mechanical models for accretion processes in different directions across the same plate boundary before and after suturing has obscured the essential similarity of these processes. We aim to answer the question to whether old inherited changes in the thickness (strength) in the indented continent influence the map view of collisional orogens.

1.1. Previous models of the Alpine–Himalayan orogen

The dynamics of the Alpine–Himalayan orogen has previously been studied by several groups of analogue and numerical modellers. Tapponnier and Molnar (1976) compared India to a rigid metal die or indenter driven into the weaker Asia that developed distinctive zones of plastic slip as a result. Indentation is usually treated in metallurgy as a two-dimensional symmetrical problem (where a die of finite width is driven into an infinite half-space). However, the first geological application was in 3D, and the results were described in terms of the tectonic escape of a weak indented thin crustal layer from a stiffer indenting continent. Thus, the rise along steep plastic thrusts of an orogenic belt along the leading edge of the indented continent was referred to as vertical tectonic escape. The development of distinctive patterns of strike-slip shear zones in the remote indented continent allowed what was called lateral tectonic escape.

Most previous studies of continental indentation tectonics focused on lateral escape. Large wedges of the indented continent rotate about vertical axes as they escape along curved paths toward a single asymmetric lateral boundary weakly constrained well beyond the face of the indenter. Thus, the northward indentation of Asia by India led to lateral escape of large wedges of Asia eastward toward subduction zones bounding the Pacific ocean (Tapponnier and Molnar, 1976; Tapponnier et al., 1982; Dasy and Cobbold, 1988; Peltzer, 1988). Similarly, the indentation of Europe by a northward moving Adriatic indenter raised the Swiss Alps and, perhaps, the eastward escape
of the eastern Alps toward the subduction zone bounding the Carpathian arc (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a). Models by Faccenna et al. (1996) related the opening of the Tyrrhenian Sea to the northward indentation by a rigid African plate. Regenauer-Lieb and Petit (1997) explained the Alps and associated zones of plastic shear in Central Europe by driving a sharp aluminium indenter representing the Italy–Adria block into a plastic ‘Europe’.

Numerical experiments also help to improve our understanding of orogenesis (e.g. Burov et al., 1993; Housman and England, 1993; Royden, 1996; Sobouti and Arkani-Hamed, 1996). We will refer only to those works that are immediately relevant to our discussion.

The only initial thickness changes involved in previous studies were those between thick, laterally uniform continents and thin oceanic lithosphere. Here, we narrow the reference frame and restrict lateral escape (and associated rotation) by lateral walls in front of the indenter. This allows us to focus on the effect of changing the thickness (and therefore strength) of the indented continent along a line parallel to the convergence direction. The thickness changes that we built into the indented continent are ‘pre-indentation’ and equivalent to thickness changes inherited from past plate tectonics, not those induced by indentation.

We start by describing a dynamically scaled analogue experiment and comment on its limitations before interpreting the results in terms of the interaction of different categories of forces. We investigate the interaction between body and boundary forces experimentally before applying our analysis to natural sectors of the Alpine–Himalayan mountain chain.

2. Experimental concept

The mountain chains of the Alpine–Himalayan orogen system (Fig. 1) are the result of northward migration of fragments of Gondwanaland and their suturing with Eurasia (e.g. Dewey et al., 1973, 1989; Biju-Duval et al., 1977; Tapponnier, 1977, 1978; Chase, 1978; Malinverno and Ryan, 1986; DeMets et al., 1990). The current convergence rate between Africa and Europe is approximately 1 cm/yr (Robbins et al., 1992; Ward, 1994), while that between Arabia and Asia is closer to 3.5 cm/yr (DeMets et al., 1990) and that between India and Asia is still between 3 and 5 cm/yr (Tapponnier, 1978). The Alpine–Himalayan orogen is generally close to perpendicular to the direction of current collision, but there are several sectors noticeably oblique to the first-order east-to-west trend (Fig. 1).

Structures associated with oblique orogenic sections suggested to us adjustment to lateral variations in the strength or thickness of the indented continent perpendicular to the convergence direction. We equate thickness with strength of the indented continent because we think in terms of old (pre-indentation) variations in thickness. Because these are inherited from past plate tectonics, rather than new indentation, we do not anticipate any major differences in heat flow (e.g. Okaya et al., 1996). The seismic data indicate that a thicker crust is stronger than a thinner crust in the old indented continent. We therefore designed an experiment to explore such a phenomenon. This experiment had rigid lateral boundaries in front of the indenter to suppress lateral escape and emphasize vertical escape structures.

3. Experimental design

3.1. Model materials, boundaries and construction

The dimensions and orientations of zones that undergo vertical and lateral tectonic escape depend on the rheology and lateral boundary conditions of the indented and indenting plates (Gerbault et al., 1998). Understanding such processes, particularly at realistic deformation rates, depends largely on existing knowledge of the rheological properties of the lithosphere and asthenosphere (Dry and Cobbold, 1991 and references therein).

This knowledge is based mainly on geophysical data and on extrapolating to lithospheric conditions the results of laboratory experiments at high pressures and temperature (Kirby, 1985; Carter and Tsenn, 1987; Ranalli and Murphy, 1987). Assuming the lithosphere to be a brittle/ductile
multilayer system (e.g. Kirby, 1983; Ranalli, 1987; Ranalli and Murphy, 1987; Davy and Cobbold, 1991), analogue materials were employed to construct a three-layer model at the Hans Ramberg Tectonic Laboratory in the Department of Earth Sciences at Uppsala University. The upper two layers were competent and represented the upper brittle and lower ductile crust of the indented continent, and the lowest layer represented both the continental and asthenospheric mantle.

Dry sand, a Mohr–Coulomb material with density $\rho_s = 1300$ kg/m$^3$, negligible cohesion, and a coefficient of internal friction of 0.6, was used to simulate the brittle behaviour of the upper continental crust. The sand was sedimented in passive layers with different colours so as to visualize internal deformations. The ductile lower crust was simulated by a non-Newtonian layer produced by mixing finely ground barytes into SGM-36 type PDMS, a silicone putty with properties described by Weijermars (1986). This mixture has a density of $\rho_m = 1369$ kg/m$^3$ and behaves as a viscous fluid with a low power law exponent ($n < 1.5$) and effective viscosity of $\mu_e = (6 \pm 3) \times 10^5$ Pa s over the range of bulk strain rates in the experiment which lay between $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$ and $2 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. This range is defined by the velocity of the moving wall divided by the instantaneous length of the model (see later).

The asthenosphere was simulated by a mixture of powdered gypsum in glycerol that resulted in a low-viscosity suspension with viscosity $\mu_s = 6$ Pa s and density $\rho_s = 1415$ kg/m$^3$. The deformation of the model and all the viscosity measurements were made in the temperature range of $24 \pm 2^\circ$C. Instrumental limitations did not allow more exact rheological investigations, but our precision is sufficient for the analytical estimates and conclusions reported below.

The model was built in a Plexiglas box with dimensions $25 \times 38 \times 15$ cm (Fig. 2). The gypsum–glycerol ‘mantle’ was poured into the box and
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so they all acted as no-slip boundaries as expected in the natural examples considered later.

The no-slip boundary conditions along the floor, the three fixed walls and the single advancing wall define the external boundary forces acting on the model. The strengths of the model materials define the response to these forces throughout our layered analogue model. The strength profiles in Fig. 2 on either side of the thickness change are based on the initial bulk strain rate and illustrate the difference in strength between blocks A and B.

3.2. Isostatic compensation in the model

The initial lateral variations in thickness of the sand layer led to internal buoyancy forces that were stabilized by gravity driving isostatic adjustment. Following Ramberg (1968) and Artushkov (1974), isostatic adjustment could be distinguished into three stages (Fig. 3 I–III). The first stage (loading) resulted in isostatic imbalance and gravity driving vertical movements of blocks A and B, which induced horizontal channel flow within the low-viscous ‘mantle’ (Fig. 3 I). This led to the second stage (Airy isostasy, Fig. 3 II) where the pressure along the bottom of the box was approximately constant (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). The transition from the first to the second stage took several minutes in our analogue materials (see Appendix A, Eq. (6)). Fig. 5 is thus idealized in the sense that the thickening of block B took longer than the time it could reach Airy Isostatic equilibrium. The transition between the second and third stage (total equilibrium: Fig. 3 III) took longer than the duration of the experiment. Hence, the predefined body forces in our experiment can be described by the transition from the second to the third stage of isostatic compensation (see Appendix A for details). The no-slip boundary conditions along the Plexiglas boundaries and the inhomogeneous thickening of the upper layers during lateral shortening further slowed down complete isostatic adjustment.

3.3. Simplifications in the model

The geometries and rheologies of analogue models simplify the complexities of nature to...
barytes mixed with silicone is a standardized simplification rationalized in detail by Davy and Cobbold (1988). We did not take account of the different modes of plastic behaviour of brittle materials that Buck (1997) recently emphasized may question modelling the brittle upper crust by cohesionless dry sand. This is because plastic shear in the continental crust may be localized snapping or distributed crunching while a sand layer mainly snaps.

The initial difference in thickness between upper sand blocks A and B was 0.3 cm across an experimental box 25 cm wide (resulting in a thickness ratio of $\sim 1/80$). This compares reasonably well with the natural examples considered later (e.g. a ratio of $\sim 10\,\text{km}/1000\,\text{km}$ between the Iranian Plateau and the Lut block). None of the data concerning the properties of the upper mantle are of a comparable accuracy, and we assumed that the upper mantle deforms as a ductile material during orogenesis (e.g. fig. 8c in Cloetingh and Burov, 1996). Our experiment therefore represented both the upper (lithospheric) and lower (asthenospheric) mantle by a single low-viscous ductile layer and focussed on crustal deformation by shortening only the upper two layers of the model (Fig. 2). This is perhaps our greatest simplification of the natural situation where the whole lithosphere may take part in continent-continent convergence, at least in the Himalaya-Tibet system (Burov et al., 1993).

Our model also ignores natural recovery processes such as erosion, resedimentation or thermal readjustment. Thermal evolution is more easily resolve the process(es) under study. This section discusses some of the limitations of the simplifications that we made.

One type of simplification is usual in nearly all analogue experiments: the relations between the rheologies of the materials chosen as analogues of natural rocks. The properties of the lower crust are likely to be strongly temperature-dependent and therefore vary with depth. Representing the lower crust by a uniform isothermal layer of

\[ \text{III) Nominal horizontal layering (V=0)} \]

Fig. 3. Three sequential stages of isostatic adjustment. Note that these diagrams are idealized and do not take account of internal friction in the upper sand layer the final picture is likely idealized. See Appendix A for abbreviations.

Our analogue experiment was generic rather than specific: it was designed to explore oblique
continental convergence in general, not to simulate any specific examples. Our scaling analysis comparing the experiment with selected natural examples can be divided into two parts that consider geometric and dynamic-rheological similarities (Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986).

Geometrical similarity is defined by \( e \), the ratio between the thickness and the horizontal length scale of the crust, and the results are presented in Table 1. Although the scaling looks suspect because we (necessarily) compare the ‘pre-deformation’ model with post orogenic prototypes in nature, the significant thicknesses changes in the indented continent are inherited from previous events and therefore also pre-date the deformation that we model.

The rheological simplifications of the analogue model and the lack of data concerning natural rheological stratification offer a route for checking dynamic similarity by dimensional analysis. Following Weijermars and Schmeling (1986), we start by assuming a dynamic similarity between the model and natural examples and then use the Ramberg number, \( Rm \), as a measure of this similarity. The Ramberg number represents the ratio of gravitational to viscous forces acting in a system:

\[
Rm_{\text{experimental}} = \frac{\rho ghL}{\mu Vc_{\text{experimental}}} \approx 50 \approx Rm_{\text{natural}}
\]

(see Table 1 for definitions of symbols).

We assume that \( Rm \) in our natural examples is equal to that in the experiment and then estimate the mean bulk viscosity of the natural lower crust for each area. The viscosities estimated for the lower crust (Table 1) are sufficiently similar to those used by other workers to justify our initial assumption of dynamic similarity between our experiment and natural examples because they share similar Ramberg numbers. As the natural and experimental upper crusts share similar parameters of brittle behaviour, we can extrapolate our conclusion of dynamic similarity to the whole crust.

4. Results of experiment

To simplify descriptions of successive stages during the progressive deformation of the experiment in plan view, we refer to the advancing wall as proximal and the fixed wall beyond as distal (Fig. 4a). The proximal advancing wall represents the cold indenting continent during continental convergence, and its front face represents the suture. We describe the sequence in which the structures develop before presenting an integrated picture (Fig. 5). It will be useful to distinguish belts of deformation structures and intervening domains on particular blocks. Domains are labelled by the initial block in which they develop while the belts are numbered according to the time sequence in which they develop. The built-in boundary between blocks A and B will be referred throughout as the ‘A belt’ (from the Greek ‘Διαίρεω’, which means divide).

At 2% bulk shortening (% BS), the first structure to form was a fore thrust that surfaced 1 cm in front of the moving wall across block A (Fig. 4b). Soon after, a back thrust also crossed block B close to the mobile wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Scaling parameters of the experiment and natural examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of crust, ( h_c )</td>
<td>1.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal scale, ( L )</td>
<td>60 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision rate, ( V_c )</td>
<td>3.5 cm/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective viscosity of the lower crust ( \mu_d = \rho ghL(RmVc)^{-1} )</td>
<td>5 \times 10^2 Pa s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. Right column: top-view photos of model at particular stages. Left column: interpretative line drawings of the experiment.
After 7% BS (Fig. 4c) deformation within the model was inhomogeneous and belts of en-echelon box-folds bound by both fore- and back thrusts began to develop (IA, IA, IB in Fig. 5). Distortion of a marker line along the edge of the thinner block (B) indicated that the thicker block (A) bulged over the thinner block in profile. Partial accommodation of this lateral escape of block A toward block B was indicated by a strong component of dextral shear offsetting marker lines crossing the fore thrust closest to the inner edge of Block A (belt IA in Fig. 5). Less significant lateral shear occurred along belt IA, and none is obvious along the closer-spaced structures in belt IB (Fig. 4c). The end of this early stage of deformation was marked by the surfacing of a back thrust across the distal part of block A indicating that strain had propagated the complete length of block A.

At about 10% BS, while the box folds in belt system I tightened, a new belt of left-lateral transpressive shear (belt IIA on Fig. 5) rapidly propagated diagonally and distally across block A from the left hand end of belt system I to where the Δ belt met the fixed distal wall (Fig. 4d). Offsets of marker lines indicate that the triangular domain of block A (domain AII in Fig. 5) laterally escaped asymmetrically toward block B in a direction parallel to belt IIA without any noticeable internal deformation. This oblique expulsion of block AII generated a new diagonal belt of en-echelon thrusts (IIB in Fig. 5) across the distal right corner of block B (Fig. 4d). By 12% BS, the lateral escape of block AII was most pronounced where thrusts in domain BII dipped beneath the proximal half of the leading edge of block A and near the distal wall (Fig. 4d).

The major components of the structural pattern evident at the end of the experiment (after 38% BS) were already clear by about 12% BS. Thereafter, all existing structures merely became more pronounced. During the intermediate stages of shortening (from 7 to 26% BS), belt system I progressively narrowed and straightened to a zone diagonal across both blocks from the proximal right hand corner to the distal tip of domain AII (Fig. 4e).

During the final stage of shortening (from 26 to 38% BS) most of the deformation occurred along belt system I, while the other pre-existing structures simply became progressively more pronounced (Fig. 4e–h). The exception was belt IIA, along which early zones of mainly strike-slip faults of a marker line along the edge of the thinner block (B) indicated that the thicker block (A) developed into a belt of mainly thrusts. Cross-sections (Fig. 6a–g) illustrate where the sand layer thickened by thrusting.

Progressive deformation in the experiment can be divided into three stages illustrated by a plot of relative movements of three reference points (Fig. 7):

1. The first stage (0–10% BS) was characterized mainly by local vertical escape. The rapid advance of reference point 1 (Fig. 7) was a result of box folds bound by fore- and back thrusts (in belts IA, IA, IB) developing just in front of the advancing wall. This stage was terminated by the appearance of thrusts along the Δ belt and the initiation of shear belt IA.
2. The second stage (12–26% BS) was marked by deformation propagating throughout the model and lateral escape. The fast motion of point 2...
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thrust belts IA, IA', and IB joined to form thrust belt system I with a low component of strike-slip displacement.

(3) A change in the relative direction of motion of point 3 (Fig. 7) signalled the third stage of deformation (26–38% BS) when lateral escape of domain AII along belt IIA stopped because of development of thrust belt IIB. After about 26% BS, the model merely deformed along pre-existing structures. The lateral escape during this stage was driven mainly by gravitational spreading, which is indicated by no significant changes in the rates of motion of points 1 and 2 and further development of bulging along Δ belt in profile.

Acceleration in the progressive advance of point 2 (Fig. 7) indicates that belt IIA and domain AII were rotated by bulk shortening during both the second and third stages.

5. Interpretation of dynamics in experiment

The localization of deformation to narrow belts until 26% BS indicates that the style of deformation was dictated by snapping of the upper brittle sand layer during the first two stages of shortening. None the less, the influence of the ductile layers throughout the initial stages can be recognized by two features: (1) once initiated, faults in the sand layer accumulated strain continuously throughout the progressive shortening; and (2) slow continuous isostatic adjustment results in bulging along the Δ belt (Fig. 4a–c) in profile, lateral extension across block A and lateral compression across block B.

Shortening due to the advance of the mobile wall resulted in box folds. Two sets of folds with different wavelengths and amplitudes could be distinguished in the first stage of deformation, up to 7% BS (Fig. 4c). These differences can be attributed to the differences in competence of the two adjacent blocks due to their initial differences in thickness. The most competent layer in the model, the sand (Fig. 2), defines the wavelength of folding. Because the sand in Block A was almost twice as thick as that in Block B, box folds across block A developed with a wavelength almost twice that across Block B.
Fig. 7. Positions of reference points relative to initial fixed within domain AII. Their different rates of motion allow subdivision of the sequential deformations into three stages. Relative horizontal positions of points 1 and 2 are calculated using formula \((x - x_0)/L_x\), and the vertical positions of point 3 are calculated using formula \([y_0/L_y(0) - y/L_y(t)]\). Index 0 denotes the initial position of points (at 2% of BS), and the remaining parameters are cartooned. The relative motion of points 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate right-directed motion across the D belt. The positive position of point 3 indicates that deformations in the region between this point and moving wall accommodate more shortening than more distal parts. Note that although the absolute motion of reference point 3 is always toward the distal boundary, its relative motion reverses because of changes in the referent length \(L_y(t)\) (see stage III).

Reference point 1 was involved in thrusting and could not be measured during stage III. The main stages of evolution of the fault belts are distinguished into wavy lines (mainly strike-slip) and straight lines (mainly thrusts) at the top of the diagram.

The distribution of stresses within blocks A and B was subject to the boundary conditions imposed by both the fixed and moving walls. Thrusts developed in belts IA and IB because the maximal principal stress was along the direction of shortening, and the minimum was vertical (Davy and Cobbold, 1991). The stress distribution differed across the A belt. The horizontal stress orthogonal to the A belt in block A near the D belt was decreased by isostatic adjustment towards block B. Both the maximum and minimum principal stresses approached the horizontal in this region. This resulted in a thrust fault with a high strike-slip component, IA', propagating from the D belt inside the block A (Fig. 4c). The development of fault IA' is indicated by the fast motion of reference point 1 (Fig. 7) and by the bulging in profile converting into a thrust in the adjacent part of the D belt at an early stage.

As shortening progressed, early strike-slip displacements decreased along the faults in belt IA, IB and IA' (Fig. 4d-e), which straightened and, at about 20% BS, merged into a single continuous system of thrusts (belt system I on Fig. 5). Belt system I was oblique to the advancing wall representing the suture zone, and we use its continuity...
to define domain system NI (Fig. 5), which is a combination of domains AI and BI. Comparisons between deformation at various stages (on Fig. 4f–h) demonstrate that domain system NI underwent essentially no internal deformation after about 20% BS. A later discussion will refer to indented material as having been transferred across Belt system I onto the advancing indenter so that all subsequent deformation was distal. The sand transferred (domain system NI, Fig. 5) thereafter advanced as a rigid forward extension of the wall acting as the initial indenter. Since we did not induce this effect, we will refer to domain system NI (Fig. 5) as an effective indenter added to the initial indenter.

The second structure to form in block A, belt IIA (Fig. 5), developed between the left-hand end of the front of the effective indenter and the distal end of the A belt. As in the genesis of belt IA, as soon as bulk shortening had established a zone of adjustment across the A belt, both the maximum and minimum principal stresses approached the horizontal. This activated the strike-slip faults in belt IIA, and the geometry of belt IIA was influenced by the size of the experimental box compared to the fold wavelength in block A. Strike-slip shear along Belt IIA localized lateral shear stresses induced by the left-hand and distal walls and isolated domain AII from the gravity spreading of domain AII (cf. discussion and results of experiments in Davy and Cobbold, 1991).

The development of strike-slip belt IIA allowed distal translation of domain AII along belt IIA resulting in thrusting in belt IIB across the corner of block B. Thus, belt IIB is the result of the lateral escape of domain AII. This explains the low deformations in the centre of block B despite its weakness. The shorter wavelengths of thrusts dispersed along block B were isolated by shear along the fixed wall from thrusting along belt IIB across the distal corner of block B.

As deformations continued, belt IIB developed so that strains accumulating in domain BII restricted further lateral motion of domain AII. This raised the horizontal stresses above the vertical stress so that belt IIA transformed from a zone of mainly left-lateral strike slip into one of thrusts as the second stage of model deformation became the third (Fig. 4f–g).

The relative position of point 3 indicates that belt system I was the most active throughout the deformations. However, the negative slope in the relative changes in position of point 3 during the third stage (Fig. 7) indicates that the deformation then became more homogeneous throughout the model. In general, deformations of the third stage were characterized by all belts converting the advance of the indenter into oblique thrusts.

First-stage vertical escape near the advancing wall led to second stage lateral escape, which was restricted by the lateral boundaries, leading to the reappearance of vertical escape in the third stage.

Cross-sections of the model (Fig. 6d–g) demonstrate the different styles of deformations in belts A and B (see also Cobbold et al., 1995, where changes in thickness of the stiff layer were along the direction of shortening). The thicker sand layer (block A) was shortened mainly by box anticlines bound by thrusts. By contrast, the thinner sand layer (block B) was shortened mainly by being depressed into its ductile substrate along box synclines (the ‘pop-downs’ of Cobbold et al., 1995). The upward escape of the thicker sand and the downward escape of the thinner sand reflect the relative strengths of the brittle and ductile layers.

Unfaulted, the sand layers in both blocks are stronger than the underlying ductile layer (Fig. 2). Faulting lowers the strength of the sand layer significantly (by approximately 80%; Vermeer, 1990). Where the thin sand layer is faulted, it appears to be of a similar effective strength to the underlying ductile layers. Progressive thickening of the sand in the thinner block (B) occurs in local tight synclines (Fig. 6g). By contrast, the thicker block (A) remained much stronger than the viscous layer and always shortened by much wider box anticlines (Fig. 6d–f). The late-stage dynamics were influenced by the sand in domain AII doubling in thickness, while the sand layer in domain BII generally retained its original thickness.

Isostatic adjustment between domains AII and BII extended domain AII and shortened BII perpendicular to the shortening direction throughout the experiment. The different styles of thickening in blocks A and B accelerated gravity spreading...
6. Natural examples

6.1. Zagros mountains–Iranian plateau and Lut block system

The Iranian plateau is located in the convergence zone between the Arabian and Eurasian plates. Suturing between Arabia and Iran began in late Miocene at an approximate rate of 3.5 cm/yr (DeMets et al., 1996; Fig. 8). Focal mechanism solutions for earthquakes in the region indicate that convergence between these two plates is still active in a nearly N-S direction (Jackson and McKenzie, 1984). Most of the convergence is accommodated by crustal thickening and consequent uplift of the Iranian plateau and deformation along its boundaries (Berberian, 1981; Sobouti and Arnani-Hamed, 1996). Most of the bulk crustal shortening associated with this plate convergence probably occurs across the most active seismic zone in Iran, along the NW–SE-trending Zagros mountain chain. This chain is markedly oblique to the almost N-S direction of plate convergence and fault-plane solutions, and field evidence indicates a dextral strike-slip component of displacement along the belt (Tchalenko and Braud, 1974; Berberian, 1981; Jackson and Fitch, 1981; Jackson and McKenzie, 1984, 1992). The Zagros and the central Iranian plateau are separated from the Makran subduction zone by the N-S-trending Nayband fault zone bounding the western edge of the Lut block (Fig. 8).

Central Iran is characterized by a major conjugate fault system consisting of two major fault zones: sinistral shear along the NE trend of the Great Kavir fault is associated with southeast-directed thrusting in the north, while dextral shear is recorded along the NW-trending Nain fault in the south (Fig. 8). These dynamics transfer material eastward the Lut block squeezing the numerous salt diapirs along the western boundary of the Lut block that are elongated along the N-S-trending Tabas–Kerman alignment, (Fig. 8). The Lut block is rectangular in shape and bounded by the dextral N-S-striking Nehbandan fault belt to the east, the dextral Nayband fault belt to the west, the sinistral Great Kavir fault to the north and the Makran subduction zone to the south (Fig. 8). The Zagros–Iranian plateau and Lut block system are bounded to the north by the S-verging Elburz–Kopet Dag fold-thrust belt (Fig. 8 and Alavi, 1992).

Gravity modelling indicates that the crustal thickness increases from 40 km along the SW edge of the Zagros mountains up to 58–65 km beneath the main thrust belt (Snyder and Barazangi, 1986). Seismic refraction data (Giese et al., 1983) indicate a crustal thickness of about 55–60 km in the Zagros mountains. Tomographic modelling indicates a crustal thickness greater than 50 km for the Iranian plateau (Central Iran; Hearn and Ni, 1994), whereas the crustal thickness of the adjacent Lut block has been estimated at less than 40 km (Dehghani and Makris, 1983; Sobouti and Arnani-Hamed, 1996). This crustal configuration includes a lateral variation in crustal thicknesses that is perpendicular to the regional direction of shortening. Thus, the Iranian Plateau is similar to Block A in our experiment, and the Lut block is similar to Block B.

6.2. Tell–Atlas and Pelagian block

In contrast with the other examples, the Tunisian–Pelagian blocks are part of the African foreland south of the main thrust front of the Alpine–Himalayan orogenic system (Fig. 1). In terms of indentation tectonics, the Tunisian–Pelagian region may be considered as indented by the cold block north of the Tell chain moving relatively southward (Fig. 9). Other structural...
components dividing this sector into blocks include the W-E-trending Sahara Atlas chain to the south, the North-South Axis belt (NOSA) separating the Pelagian block in the east from Tunisia in the west, and the NW-SE-trending Gafsa belt in the south west (Fig. 9).

The Tell thrust belt consists of a pile of mainly south-verging tectonic units that resulted from the suturing between the rifted northern margin of the African plate moving northward into the European plate (e.g. Dewey et al., 1989). The Tell thrust and fold belt extends eastward from northern Tunisia to the offshore Straits of Sardinia. Thrusting began in the Tell in late Oligocene times (Snooke et al., 1988) but most of the chain formed during the Middle Miocene (Rouvier, 1977) and underwent alternating compressional and extensional throughout Miocene to Pleistocene (Rouvier, 1977; Cohen et al., 1980; Zargouni and Abbès, 1985; Boccaletti et al., 1990).

The Atlas chain has been interpreted as a Middle Miocene fold belt without any major thrusts (Boccaletti et al., 1990), whereas Snooke et al. (1988) related the folds to inversion of NE-SW-trending syn-rift basement faults. However, seismic line interpretation (e.g. Hlaem et al., 1997) indicates that the southern front of the Atlas is marked by N-dipping reverse faults.

The eastern boundary of the Atlas mountains, the so-called North-South Axis (NOSA), has been interpreted as either the front of a collision-related thin-skinned thrust-fold belt (Truillet et al., 1981; Anderson, 1996), or as a sinistral positive flower structure related to the reactivation of a deep-seated basement discontinuity (Philip et al., 1986; Ouali et al., 1987; Boccaletti et al., 1988, 1990).
Reactivation of basement faults has also been suggested for both the Gafsa belt (Boccaletti and Dainelli, 1982; Boccaletti et al., 1982, 1987; Anderson, 1996) and the NE–SW Medjerda trend (Boccaletti and Dainelli, 1982; Boccaletti et al., 1982, 1984, 1985, 1987; Dainelli, 1982; Boccaletti et al., 1982, 1987). These two strike-slip fault belts form a conjugate system that generated the Atlasic pull-apart basins (Boccaletti et al., 1985, 1990; Philip et al., 1986) and extruded the Atlas eastward over the Pelagian Block. Deformations in both the Gafsa and Medjerda belts are referred mainly to Late Miocene–Pliocene times (Boccaletti et al., 1987, 1990), in which case, they were coeval with thrusting in the NOSA belt (Boccaletti et al., 1987, 1990, but see Anderson, 1996). A wider time range...
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(Early Miocene to Pleistocene) has been suggested for the development of the Atlasic pull-apart basins by Philip et al. (1986).

Deep seismic sounding data (Zargouni and Abbès, 1985) indicate that the crust is 40–45 km thick beneath the Tell–Atlas mountains (see fig. 3 in Boccaletti et al., 1990), while the crustal thickness is between 25 and 35 km in the adjacent Pelagian block to the east (Cassinis, 1983). Inverting the map (Fig. 9) produces a crustal configuration reminiscent of the final stage of our experiment.

6.3. Eastern Alps

The Alps represent one of the most spectacular orogenic belts in the world. This orogen is attributed to N–NNW-directed convergence between the cold Adriatic plate and the warm European plate (Fig. 10a). The weak margin of European crust was thickened during Eocene–Neogene indentation by the stiff Adriatic plate (Tapponnier, 1977; Ratschbacher et al., 1991a,b; Regenauer-Lieb, 1996; Schmidt et al., 1996).

Collision and subsequent convergence involved northward thrusting and southward back thrusting of a wedge of European upper crust onto the Adriatic crust along the Periadriatic Line with a dextral transpressive component (Fig. 10 after Schmidt et al., 1989, 1996; Pflüger et al., 1990, and references therein). The first-order structures have been attributed to vertical extrusion followed by extensional collapse due to gravity spreading (Dewey, 1988) together with lateral escape of the eastern Alps eastward toward the Pannonian basin away from the N or NW crustal shortening across the Swiss Alps (Ratschbacher et al., 1991b). Eastward escape would have been favoured by the continental crust of the Eastern Alps having decoupled from the mantle (Burov and Diament, 1995) and a weak lateral boundary to the east (Tapponnier, 1977; Burchfiel and Royden, 1982; Royden et al., 1983; Balla, 1985; Ratschbacher et al., 1991a,b). Eastward escape was accommodated by an array of conjugate ESE- andENE-trending strike-slip faults in front and to the east of the Adriatic indenter (Fig. 10a).

The Alpine orogenic crust is over 50 km thick at the Tauern window and thins eastward to less than 30 km under the western margin of the Pannonian basin (Müller et al., 1980; Giese et al., 1982). The Alpine crust in front of the Adriatic indenter is therefore generally thicker to the west of the Lavantal fault zone and thinner to the east (Fig. 10b, after Ratschbacher et al., 1991b). If a similar change in crustal thickness extends orthogonal to the regional direction of shortening north of the Alps, the crustal configuration is similar to our experiment.

7. Discussion

Pre-collision changes in thickness in what later become indented continents can arise in numerous ways. In Iran, the Lut block may have been an exotic terrain inserted into the system during early Miocene (Talbot and Alavi, 1996). Similarly, the Pelagian block may have been added to Tunisia rather recently. We know of no obvious pre-orogenic lateral variations in the strength of Europe in front of the Eastern Alps or of Asia in front of the Himalaya–Tibet systems.

7.1. Effective indenters in vertical and horizontal escape

The effective indenter is not a unique feature of our work and there are several types. Recent work at Uppsala has systematically explored how the geometry of the indenter effects vertical tectonic escape in profile (Bonini et al., 1999; Persson, submitted for publication). Rigid indenters with front faces having different dips were driven into sand packs with passive colour markers to study the vertical escape process in profile. The only case where the initial indenter continues to act as the effective indenter is that where the dip of the rigid front face coincides with the angle of internal friction of the indented material (30°±15°). In this case, vertical escape occurs by the rise of a triangular orogenic wedge between a series of fore thrusts in the sand and the front face of the rigid indenter (Persson, submitted for publication). In what must presumably be the general case, where the front face of the rigid
Fig. 10. Tectonic sketch map (a) of Eastern Alps, the trace of the approximately E-W-trending crustal cross-section (b) is indicated by dashed line on the map (after Ratschbacher et al., 1991a,b).
indenter dips at any angle other than the angle of internal friction of the indented material, part of the indented material is transferred onto the leading edge of the rigid indenter. Vertical escape thereafter occurs by the rise of a triangular orogenic wedge between spontaneous fore thrusts and/or back thrusts with dips close to 30° in the indented material. This transfer of laterally compacted material defines an effective indenter behind a face more mechanically efficient than the front of the initial rigid indenter. In essence, the ‘most efficient’ indenters are those with a front face dipping at the angle of internal friction of the indented material (30±15°). If the initial indenter does not start with this dip, accretion of indented material soon ensures that an effective indenter does develop this dip.

This model characterizes a type of effective indenter as a local cross-sectional structure with a horizontal scale close to the thickness of indented material.

A strip of indented material with the low deformation indicative of an effective indenter developed in front of rigid initial indenters in a number of previously reported analogue experiments (e.g., Faccenna et al., 1996, experiment E4; Davy and Cobbold, 1991, models 2 and 3; Ratschbacher et al., 1991a,b, experiments 4 and 5). The planform of these effective indenters depended on particular lateral boundary conditions. The horizontal scales for this kind of effective indenter are larger than the thicknesses of the indented material. The effective indenter discussed in our model is of this type, and the structure developed depended on the 3D geometry of the experiment.

By contrast, there have been no indications of effective indenters developing in planforms of numerical models based on ductile versions of England and McKenzie’s (1983) thin sheet approximation (e.g., Houseman and England, 1993; Sobouti and Arkani-Hamed, 1996). A more sophisticated approach by Ellis (1996) encountered indentation problems similar to that discussed here. However, as none of these numerical approaches can accommodate either folding or brittle shear (Medvedev and Podladchikov, 1999a), they are incapable of recognizing the spontaneous transfer of indented material to build a planform effective indenter onto the front the initial indenter. (However, some numerical models simulate the development of a local effective indenter during vertical escape, e.g., Braun and Beaumont, 1995.)

Several earlier analogue (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a) and numerical experiments (e.g., Houseman and England, 1993) attempting to simulate cases of natural indentation tailored their initial indenter to match what we consider to be the effective face more mechanically efficient than the front of the initial rigid indenter. This approach is generally inappropriate because accretion of indented material automatically reshapes a more mechanically efficient effective indenter. It is noticeable that these models failed to induce the gravity spreading significant in most natural examples.

7.2. Obliquity between vertical escape and suture

An important feature of our experiment is that the effective indenter includes part of the initially indented continent (above a fore thrust or below a back thrust separate from the suture along the initial indenter face). This means that, soon after ocean closure, the effective plate boundary might be expected to migrate from the suture decorated by slivers of ophiolite to a spontaneous intracontinental fore- or back-thrust well within the indented continent.

Our experiment thus indicates that the effective plate boundary need not parallel the main suture which closed the ocean. However, this feature is conspicuous by its absence from all the natural examples we quote. Thus, the relevant sutures parallel the zones of vertical escape and occur in different locations across them, in the Zagros, the Tell chain, the Eastern Alps and the Himalaya. In all these natural examples, not only is the zone of vertical escape structures oblique to the convergence direction but so also is the initial suture.

Vertical escape structures propagated to different degrees into each of the indenting continent. Thus, nearly all the vertical escape in the Zagros was southward over indenting Arabia, while in Palagia, most was northward over indenting Europe, and decreasing proportions occurred in the continents indenting the Himalaya and the Eastern Alps. These proportions presumably
reflect the relative strengths of the indented and indenting continents. There must, therefore, have been another factor in these natural cases not explored in our experiment. This is likely to be that the initial sutures themselves were oblique to the convergence direction. Extrapolating from profiles to plan forms, the concept that accretion builds an effective indenter implies that initial indenters closing along sutures oblique to the convergence direction might develop spontaneous effective fronts oblique to the suture and even more oblique to the convergence direction. All of the natural examples appear to be examples of sutures oblique to the convergence direction. Why, then, did vertical escape structures in these situations accrete an effective indenter parallel to the initial indenter? The most obvious explanation is that, because continents are thin sheets with vertical sections weaker than lateral sections, vertical escape occurs along proximal thrusts long before horizontal escape occurs along distal strike-slip shear zones. The geometry of the initial indenter therefore controls the geometry of early vertical escape rather than the geometry of lateral escape. Where continental sutures start oblique to the convergence direction, the effective indenter develops to increase the efficiency of vertical escape rather than horizontal escape. We therefore neglect this significant difference between the natural cases and our experiment and refocus on the obliquity of vertical escape.

7.3 Qualitative comparison between experiment and natural examples

Geologists and geophysicists usually construct crustal profiles across orogens; here, we emphasize the dynamic significance of changes in crustal thickness that are visible only in profiles along the orogen. The above sections have described several natural examples where the indented continent changed thickness across the direction of post-suturing convergence. Although the crustal configurations are not identical, they share many key characteristics both with each other and with our experiment. The lateral change in thickness of the indented ‘continent’ in the experiment induced vertical escape in an ‘orogen’ oblique to the convergence direction. A triangular domain of thick ‘continental crust’ laterally escaped toward thinner ‘continental crust’ between confined lateral boundaries. The Iranian plateau–Lut block system bears the closest comparison with our experiment because the equivalent lateral boundaries appear to have been sufficiently well constrained for the fault pattern in Iran to be remarkably similar to that in the model (Fig. 11A–A). The extrusion of the thicker block (block A and Iranian plateau) toward the thinner block (block B and Lut block) is recognizable in both natural and experimental settings. Dextral displacement associated with top-to-the left-directed thrusting along the Tabas–Kerman lineament in Iran can both be attributed to eastward escape and gravity spreading of a thick Central Iran toward the thinner Lut block between conjugate strike-slip fault zones opening eastward (Fig. 11A). Finally, the Makran belt, the Elburz–Kopet Dagh and the complex pattern of folds produced at high angles to the eastern boundary of the Lut block all match equivalent structures in the model (Fig. 11A–A).

An obvious difference between the Iranian plateau–Lut block system and our model is that the Great Kavir fault does not appear to have developed to the same maturity as the corresponding belt IIA in our model. A more obvious difference is that the suture zone in this natural example is behind the Zagros fold-thrust belt (Fig. 11A) rather than perpendicular to the convergence direction and along the southern boundary of Fig. 11A as simulated in the model. We therefore infer that the suture along which the Zagros closed began oblique to the convergence direction and that, rather than a weak triangular domain of Asia transferring across the plate boundary, vertical
escape involves the weaker Phanerozoic sediments topping the Arabian plate. Pre-suturing accretion (visible in the Makran) and post-suturing accretion (in the Zagros) maintained the same polarity, probably because the Phanerozoic carbonate cover in the SE Zagros overlies the Hormuz salt (Talbot and Alavi, 1996).

The main structural features in and around the Tell–Atlas–Pelagian block system match those in the model if the experiment is inverted (Fig. 11B) so that our experimental configuration conforms with the geography (Fig. 11B'). Thus, the Gafsa and Medjeda strike-slip belts match belts Ia and Iia in the model (cf. Fig. 11B and B') and the east-verging thrust-fold belt developed along the NOSA belt (Anderson, 1996) is comparable with the welt developed alongside the A belt in the experiment. Comparison with our experiment suggests that the Pelagian block remained comparatively unaffected while the crust in the Tell–Atlas...
sector thickened during Alpine orogenesis. Here, too, the suture (obscure in the Tell chain) is parallel to the vertical escape structures and therefore closed already oblique to the convergence direction.

Lateral escape of the Eastern Alps was eastward and toward a subduction zone around the Pannonian arc well beyond the front of the indenter (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a,b). In this sense, the Eastern Alps are closer to previous models than ours in which the lateral constraint was in front of the indenter. However, although the Eastern Alps are noticeably oblique to the convergence direction, so is the suture which is along the Periadiatic line and parallel to the eastern Alps.

Two factors point to the Alpine sector having developed further than the stage at which we ceased shortening our experiment. The main conjugate strike-slip shear zones between which Eastern Alpine crust escaped eastward, the Ennstal and Periadiatic lines, are equivalent to belts IIA and belt IA in the model and display sinistral and dextral transpression respectively. The angle between belts IA and IIA decreased during bulk shortening in the experiment (Fig. 4), so the angle between the Periadiatic and Ennstal lines, (Fig. 10a), which is smaller than equivalent angles in Iran (Fig. 8) and Tunisia (Fig. 9), may indicate a higher bulk shortening across the Swiss Alps (see also Kurz et al., 1996; Lammerer and Weger, 1998) than in the other examples (and the experiment).

As in Iran, the Periadiatic suture in the Eastern Alps appears to have been oblique to the direction of convergence when it closed. As a result, the initial suture may have continued to act as the face of the effective Adriatic indenter and some of the vertical escape propagated southward into the indenter.

Our experiment also bares comparison with the Himalaya-Tibet system (figs. 4 and 5 in Cobbold and Davy, 1988). Taking India as the initial indenter, the Himalaya mountains as belt system I, and the Tarim basin as domain AIII, the Tien Shan and Altai transpressive faults systems could match the no-slip distal boundary of our experiment. Because the weak lateral boundary is far to the east of Tibet, we compare the present state of the indentation of Asia by India with the second stage of deformation in our model. This was characterized by the development of strike slip belts IIA (equivalent to the Altyan-Tagh fault along the northern border of Tibet) and thrust system IIB (the north-east margin of the Tibetan plateau) along which most of the north-eastward motion of the Tibetan plateau occurred (Cobbold and Davy, 1988). The EW gravity collapse of the Tibetan plateau (Dewey, 1988) compares well with the EW extension seen across domain AII in the experiment. Here, too, the initial sutures appear to have been oblique to the convergence direction, and vertical escape appears to have occurred oblique to the convergence direction and on both sides of the initial suture.

7.4. Quantitative comparison between experiment and natural examples

A quantitative comparison between our experiment and natural examples allows us to rationalize the difference between only vertical escape structures being oblique to the convergence direction in our model and both vertical escape structures and sutures being oblique to the convergence direction in nature.

Repeated scaling analyses and dynamically scaled analogue experiments (Davy and Cobbold, 1991) show that continental lithosphere folds wherever it has been shortened significantly, usually on wavelengths longer than 100 km (Stephenson and Cloetingh, 1991), as is particularly obvious near the Alpine-Himalayan orogen (Burov et al., 1993).

As a measure of obliquity in both experiment and nature, we use $\Delta\phi$, the distance between the ends of the oblique sector projected onto the
convergence direction (Fig. 12). Thus, $A_h$ equals zero for orogenic belts perpendicular to the convergence direction. The conclusions of our dynamic interpretations of the experiment show that finite $A_h$ for orogens oblique to the convergence direction depends on lateral variations in thickness, $A_h$, of the upper crust (Fig. 12). $A_h$, was equal to 0.3 cm in the experiment (Fig. 2). In natural examples, $A_h$ can be approximated by half the lateral variations in total thickness of the crust, and the ‘obliquity ratio’ $A_l/A_h$ allows a quantitative comparison between the experiment and natural examples (Table 2) and discussion.

The obliquity ratio of the experiment compares well with what we know of the crustal configuration in and around Tunisia (Fig. 9), where the Tell Thuban and the Madjerda Belt as bounding the effective indenter.

The obliquity ratio in Iran is high compared to our experiment (Table 1). Two additional factors could raise the obliquity ratio in Iran. First, lateral differences in strength are exaggerated by salt within the upper crust, which significantly weakens the eastern Zagros (Talbot and Alavi, 1996) and the central Lut block. Second, the rotation of Arabia could have changed the convergence direction. Collisions that began more SW–NE than the current S–N convergence direction would decrease the obliquity ratio.

We attribute the low obliquity ratio for the Eastern Alps (Table 2) to the greater degree of convergence than that reached in our experiment. The comparison would have been closer if our model had been shortened further. The very high obliquity ratio for the Himalaya-Tibet system (Table 1) is subject to assumptions about the thickness of the crust. Our model did not take account of any influence of a stiff upper mantle despite previous analyses assuming that the upper mantle is coupled with the crust in Himalaya-Tibet system (e.g. Burov et al., 1993). The addition of a stiff upper mantle to our experiment would increase its obliquity ratio.

There is a crude but direct relationship between the obliquity angle, $\theta$ (Table 2), and where vertical escape occurred relative to the initial suture in our natural examples. Different proportions of the vertical escape structures propagated from the indented continents into the indenting continent.

The highest obliquity angle ($\theta \approx 35^\circ$) is in Iran where nearly all the vertical escape occurred in indenting Arabia rather than indented Asia. Palagia and the Himalaya share an intermediate obliquity angle ($\theta \approx 25^\circ$), and low but significant proportions of vertical escape involved the leading edges of indenting Europe and India, respectively. The lowest obliquity angle ($\theta \approx 15^\circ$) is in the Eastern Alps where very little vertical escape occurred in indenting Adria, and the vast majority occurred in indented Europe. We interpret these proportions as reflecting the relative strengths of the indented and indenting continents.

Rates of lateral escape also support the model.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Zagros</th>
<th>Tunisia</th>
<th>Alps</th>
<th>Tibet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obliquity angle, $\theta$</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>35°</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_h$</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>300 km</td>
<td>120 km</td>
<td>50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_h$</td>
<td>0.3 cm</td>
<td>10 km</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>6 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obliquity angle, $A_l/A_h$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
presented here. Isostatic adjustment of the initial configuration in our experiment was active throughout but, even in its final stages, appears to have influenced its general pattern of deformation very little. The estimated ratio of the initial rate of isostatic adjustment to the convergence rate was about 7% in the experiment [Appendix A, Eq. (8)]. Nevertheless, this allows comparison between the results of numerical experiments with field observations. Numerical experiments that neglect possible initial lateral variations in thickness calculate rates of lateral escape less than 20% of the convergence rate in the Himalaya-Tibet system (Houseman and Englland, 1993), much lower than the 25% suggested by field observations (Molnar and Deng, 1984).

8. Summary and conclusions

Previous studies of indentation tectonics focused mainly on the lateral escape of laterally uniform indented material toward weak lateral boundaries far beyond the indenter. This study focused on vertical escape in a continent with a built-in thickness change confined by lateral boundaries in front of the indenter. Vertical escape was already known to occur in a thrust-bounded wedge in front of an effective indenter accreted onto the initial indenter with geometries that depend on the angle of internal friction and the thickness of the indented material.

Vertical escape in our experiment began with different structural wavelengths in two indented blocks with different thickness. As these two sets of vertical escape structures propagated toward each other, they interacted and straightened as they merged into a single model orogen oblique to both the convergence direction and the model suture.

By contrast, the natural orogenic belts and sutures that we considered parallel each other, so both are oblique to the convergence direction. An additional difference is that all the vertical escape in the experimental sand pack occurred in front of an indenter that was rigid, whereas vertical escape structures propagated into both the indented and indenting continents. Adding the lessons of the natural examples to those of our experiment, the initial indenter can act as the effective indenter in map view if it closes oblique to the convergence direction. Vertical escape structures develop parallel to an initial suture that is oblique to the convergence direction and can involve both converging continents in a ratio that probably depends on their relative strengths and the orientations of their margins.

We conclude that:

1. Lateral variation in strength or thickness of the indented material along a direction perpendicular to its convergence direction introduces an obliquity to early vertical escape structures in map view that influences subsequent lateral escape structures.

2. Comparison to nature (Alps-Himalayas) shows that lateral steps or gradients of an indented continent lead to oblique structures irrespective of the suture orientation.

3. Gravity spreading along transpressive zones aids escape.

4. Experiments support the reversal of the pre-and post-suturing polarity of accretion. Natural examples show that the direction of accretion depends on the strength and orientation of sutured continental margins.

5. Extended thin sheet approximation helps analogue experiments by:
   - distinguishing deformation features;
   - estimating how rates of vertical and lateral orogenic escape and gravity spreading relate to the driving forces.
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Appendix A: Rates of isostatic adjustment and gravity spreading

While the external forces (e.g. the pushing of the moving wall) are known parameters of the model, the deformations due to internal forces cannot be clearly defined by measurements and observations. We estimate these forces and deformations by analysis. The aim is not to obtain a complete numerical integration of the system but to define the order of influence of gravity. Therefore, we perform rough estimates using the following simplifications:

1. The sand layer exerts only a normal load on the underlying viscous layers. This simplification would not affect the results significantly if the rates of considered deformations are small, so that deformations due to gravity are concentrated in the viscous layers.

2. Flexural rigidities of the competent layers are small for all cases, and this allows us to apply thin sheet approximations. The advantages and disadvantages of a number of thin sheet approximations currently used in geodynamics are described by Medvedev and Podladchikov (1999a). We found that only the Extended Thin Sheet Approximation (ETSA) is able to describe both isostatic adjustment and gravity spreading.

The leading asymptotic terms in the horizontal velocity field can be estimated using ETSA for 2D cases as follows (Medvedev and Podladchikov, 1999b):

\[ V_x(x, z) = R_x \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\mu} \left[ \frac{\partial R_x}{\partial x} \left( \frac{z'}{\mu} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \int_0^{z'} \rho g \, dz'' \right) \right] dz' \]

Here, \( V_x(x, z) \) is the horizontal velocity, \( R_x \) is the shear stress, \( R_x \) is the normal stress along the bottom boundary (\( z = 0 \)), \( \mu \) is the viscosity, \( \rho \) is the density, and \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity.

The rheological parameters (\( m \) and \( r \)) change from the asthenosphere (\( \mu_a \) and \( r_a \)) up to the ductile crust (\( \mu_d \) and \( r_d \)) in integrals of Eq. (1). The coordinate system (\( x, z \)) is shown on Fig. 3.

Basal stresses can be approximated by using vertical and horizontal balances of force averaged over depth (from the base, \( z = 0, \) up to the topographic surface, \( z = S \)). Applying the horizontal boundary conditions to the experimental settings, ETSA gives the asymptotic approximation of balance of stresses in the form:

\[ R_x = - \int_0^z \rho g \, dz' - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( R_x H + \rho g \right) + 4 \kappa_0 \mu_a \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \int_0^z \rho g \, dz'' \right) \]

where \( H = h_a + h_d + h_\infty \) is the total thickness of the experimental lithosphere. Thicknesses of rheological layers are denoted by \( h \) with indices: ‘a’ for the asthenosphere (syrup), ‘d’ for the ductile crust (silicone mixture) and ‘\( z \)’ for the upper brittle part of the crust (sand). The double integrated density throughout the lithosphere is denoted as \( \bar{\rho} \).

Eqs. (1)–(3) operate with dimensionless parameters. Following Medvedev and Podladchikov (1999a), we adopted two geometrical length scales (horizontal, \( L \), and vertical, \( H \)), and then dimensionless coordinates can be expressed via dimensional coordinates, denoted by superscript ‘\( \prime \)’, as in \( x = x' L, z = z' H / \bar{\rho} \). This emphasizes the geometrical singularity of the model. The small parameter, \( \kappa \), in Eq. (3) is the result of such scaling. The natural dimensional scale for the basal stresses is \( (\mu R H / \bar{\rho}) \) and for velocity is \( (\mu R H / \bar{\rho}) \). The choice of scales for other parameters does not play any significance in the following developments.

The high orders of asymptotic treatment by ETSA emphasize the importance of high-order derivative terms in the balance of forces when describing deformations in systems which can have very uneven rheological stratification. Previous analytical approximations ignored the third terms...
describing the force balance [Eq. (3)] because of geometrical singularity (ε = 1). However, this term is the most important in systems with high competence contrast between layers because of factor $h_0/\mu_0 \sim 10^5$ ($\gg 1$ and even $\gg e^{-2}$).

Eqs. (1)–(3) allow us to estimate velocity profiles during different stages of isostatic adjustment. For the first stage (when $R_n = \text{const}$) Eq. (3) gives:

$$\varepsilon^2 \left( R_n \frac{\partial^2 R_n}{\partial x^2} - \frac{h_0 \varepsilon R_n}{2 \varepsilon x} \right) = 0$$

which can be resolved as:

$$R_n \approx \frac{h_0}{2 \varepsilon x}$$  (5)

Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (1) allows the conclusion that the ratio of characteristic horizontal velocities in the mantle and ductile crust is large and is expressed as $V_a/V_m \sim \mu_0/\mu_d$ during the first stage of isostatic adjustment. This ratio indicates a horizontal channel flow in the asthenosphere. The most significant motions in the ductile crust are vertical. The mass conservation constraint gives:

$$W = -\varepsilon \int_0^z \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial x} dz \approx -\frac{\partial \varepsilon^2 R_n}{12 \varepsilon x} \frac{\mu_0}{\mu_d} \frac{d_h}{L^2}$$

$$\sim 10^{-4} \text{ m/s (0.1 mm/s).}$$  (6)

This approach allows us to conclude that the second stage of isostatic adjustment (Airy isostasy) takes several minutes in the model. This stage is characterized by the condition of no variations of normal stress along the base of the model, $R_n = \text{const}$. The second and third terms in Eq. (3) became more important during the second stage of isostatic adjustment and give:

$$R_n \approx \frac{A_0 \phi \rho_s d_h L}{4 h_0} \mu_0$$  (7)

where $A_0 = \rho_s - \rho_a$ is the difference in density between sand and syrup and $\phi = (1 - \rho_s / \rho_a)$ is the isostatic amplification factor. Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (1) estimates the horizontal velocity in the lower crust during the second stage:

$$V_{mh}(s) \approx \frac{A_0 \phi \rho_s d_h L}{4 h_0} \sim 3 \times 10^{-7} \text{ m/s (0.1 cm/h)}$$  (8)

Eq. (8) allows the conclusion that deformations due to the second stage of isostatic adjustment are significant throughout the experiment.

Estimates in this section were compared to the results of experiments on isostatic adjustment by Ramberg (1968). The simplifications in our model play a significant role in the first stage and give adjustment rates 4–6 times greater than those in Ramberg’s experiment. Estimates regarding the second stage are in good agreement with Ramberg with an error of less than 50%. Unlike other approximations, ETSA allowed us to estimate these rates throughout the development of the adjustment. Adopting the terminology of Medvedev and Podladchikov (1999a), the ‘SS’ approach (e.g. Medvedev, 1993) gives rates about two orders higher than Ramberg (1968), while the ‘PS’ approach (England and McKenzie, 1983) cannot be applied to the first stage of isostatic adjustment.

The above estimates were for the initial stages of our experiment. However, these results can be extended to the later stages of deformations when the system developed by continuous shortening. We can conclude that during progressive deformations: (1) the system indicates local (Airy) isostasy and (2) the rate of gravity spreading in the crust can be roughly estimated by Eq. (8) after substitution of the actual difference in thickness of the sand layer, $d_h$.
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